Abstract-Network Function Virtualization (NFV) provides higher flexibility for network operators and reduces the complexity in network service deployment. Using NFV, Virtual Network Functions (VNF) can be located in various network nodes and chained together in a Service Chain (SC) to provide a specific service. Consolidating multiple VNFs in a smaller number of locations would allow to decrease capital expenditures. However, excessive consolidation of VNFs might cause additional latency penalties due to processing-resource sharing, and this is undesirable, as SCs are bounded by service-specific latency requirements. In this paper, we identify two different types of penalties (referred as "costs") related to the processingresource sharing among multiple VNFs: the context switching costs and the upscaling costs. Context switching costs arise when multiple CPU processes (e.g., supporting different VNFs) share the same CPU and thus repeated loading/saving of their context is required. Upscaling costs are incurred by VNFs requiring multi-core implementations, since they suffer a penalty due to the load-balancing needs among CPU cores. These costs affect how the chained VNFs are placed in the network to meet the performance requirement of the SCs. We evaluate their impact while considering SCs with different bandwidth and latency requirements in a scenario of VNF consolidation.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the last years, Network Function Virtualization (NFV) has emerged as a promising technique to help network operators to reduce capital and energy costs. NFV is based on the concept of network function, which is an abstract building block representing a piece of software designed to process the network traffic and accomplish a specific task. Examples of network functions are firewalls, network address translators, traffic monitors, or even more complex entities such as 4G service or packet gateways. So far, network functions have been implemented using dedicated hardware referred to as middleboxes. Such middleboxes are able to handle heavy traffic loads, but have an expensive and slow provisioning cycle. Additionally, they cannot be easily repurposed and must be dimensioned at peak loads, leading to waste of resources when the traffic is low, e.g., in off-peak hours. The NFV paradigm consists in moving from an hardware to a software implementation of network functions in a virtualized environment. This way, multiple and heterogeneous virtual network functions (VNFs) can be hosted by the same generic commercial-off-the shelf (COTS) hardware. NFV adds flexibility to the network since it allows network operators to efficiently consolidate the VNFs and makes it possible on-the-fly provisiong. Another value added by NFV is the simplicity in the deployment of heterogeneous network services. NFV exploits the concept of service chaining [1] , according to which a service (e.g., web browsing, VoIP, etc.) can be provided by one or more service chains (SCs), i.e., a concatenation of appropriate VNFs that must be crossed by the traffic associated to that specific service. The main weakness of NFV is the hard-to-predict performance due to resource sharing of hardware among different functions, especially concerning the processing.
In this paper, we evaluate the impact of processing-resource sharing on the placement of VNFs and on the embedding of SCs in a VNF consolidation scenario, i.e., when we want to minimize the amount of COTS hardware deployed in the network. We identify two sources of inefficiency and performance degradation. The first, which we will refer to as context switching costs, stems from the need of sharing CPU resources among different VNFs and results in additional latency, since packets must wait for the correct VNF to be scheduled, and wasted CPU time due to the need of saving/loading the state of the VNFs at each scheduling period. The second, which we will refer to as upscaling costs, represents the additional latency and processing cost of balancing network traffic among multiple CPU cores in multicore architectures and of keeping the shared state synchonized among the NFV instances running over different cores. Such performance degradations affect how the VNFs must be placed in the network to guarantee the performance requirements for different types of SCs. To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first study evaluating the impact of such processingresource sharing costs on service chaining in an NFV scenario.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses related work concerning both processing-resource sharing and VNF placement. In Section III we introduce our system model by modeling the physical network, the VNFs, the SCs and the processing-resource sharing costs. Section IV introduces the problem of VNF consolidation. We formulate an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) model and propose a heuristic algorithm to solve the problem in a scalable way. In Section V we show illustrative numerical results over a realistic network scenario. We first compare results obtained by solving the ILP model and by running our heuristic algorithm, then move our focus to the embedding of a more diverse set of SCs. Finally, Section VI draws the conclusion of our work.
II. RELATED WORK
Our work is related both to processing-resource sharing in multi-core architectures and to VNF placement/SC embedding.
A. Processing resource sharing
Several studies in literature have investigated the challenges arising from processing-resource sharing. Refs. [2] [3] [4] were among the first works investigating processing-resource sharing challenges due to the adoption of multi-core architectures. Refs. [2] [3] survey the architectural upgrades needed to efficiently scale processing performance by adopting multi-core technologies. Ref. [4] argues that, even if the adoption of multi-core systems is the dominant trend, network devices hardly fully exploit multiple cores. Among the challenges related to multi-core systems, load balancing is one of the most complex. For example, Ref. [5] investigates how load balancing, by adding a new layer in the system architecture that can become a bottleneck, must be carefully designed and could lead to performance penalties, while Ref. [6] defines a novel adaptive traffic distribution among the CPU cores on a per-packet basis trying to mitigate such issue. As we will better describe later, we call upscaling costs the performance degradation due to load balancing. Due to processing-resource sharing, another issue arises related to a well-known operation performed by processors, called context switching. Context switching has been thoroughly investigated in literature and it is related to the need of saving/loading the context (i.e., the state) of a CPU process to enable the execution of multiple CPU processes on a single CPU. Ref. [7] defines a methodology to quantify the costs related to context switching in terms of latency, while Ref. [8] investigates the context switching costs due to cache interference among multiple CPU processes. More recently, Refs. [9] [10] [11] have investigated the impact of context switching on NFV. Specifically, Ref. [9] defines some strategies to reduce the context switching costs, while Refs. [10] [11] define and implement algorithms for efficient sharing of processing resources among VNFs, that are considered as specific types of CPU processes. Finally, Ref.
[12] presents a latency-aware NFV scheme where software middleboxes can be dynamically scheduled according to the changing traffic and resources, which affect latency in the network (due to processing-resource sharing). In our paper we also deal with upscaling and context switching costs, but we focus on their impact on VNF placement and SC embedding.
B. VNF placement and SC embedding
We formalize an optimization problem for VNF placement and SC embedding that can be seen as an extension of some well-known Virtual Network Embedding (VNE) problems, as the ones shown in Refs. [13] [14] [15] . In our problem, the SCs are the virtual networks, where the chained VNFs are virtual nodes, connected together by virtual links, and must be crossed in sequential order. Such SCs must be embedded in a physical network, where each virtual link can be mapped to a physical path [13] , multiple virtual nodes can be mapped to the same physical node [14] , and the virtual nodes must be consolidated [15] . In our SC embedding problem it must be also guaranteed that a virtual node can be shared among multiple virtual networks. From another point of view, the SCs can be seen as walks on the physical graph. Ref. [16] is the first work investigating the optimal embedding of SCs in the network following a VNE approach. The authors formulate a Mixed Integer Quadratically Constrained Problem to evaluate the optimal placement of VNFs. In our paper, we develop a similar optimization problem, but we extend the analysis to cover also the processing-resource sharing aspects discussed so far. Recently, some other studies have dealt with the placement of VNFs in the network. Refs. [17] [19] , all the other works also present a heuristic algorithm to improve the scalability of the model. Concerning about heuristic algorithms for VNF placement, Ref. [25] proposes four genetic algorithms for network load balancing, while Ref. [26] aims at minimizing the SC embedding cost. In our work the objective is different, as we want to maximally consolidate the VNFs (as Ref. [17] ) by taking into account processing-resource sharing, which adds more practical flavor to the solution of the problem. While solving an ILP allows to obtain a solution for a static placement of VNFs, some other papers deal with the definition and implementation of online algorithms for an onthe-fly and dynamic deployment. Specifically, Refs. [27] [28] implement dynamic VNF chaining by means of OpenFlow (Ref. [27] ) and OpenStack (Ref. [28] ). Refs. [29] [30] [31] define some algorithms for online VNF scheduling and placement: while Refs. [29] [30] take into account service chaining aspects, Ref. [31] does not. Refs. [32] [33] [34] focus on the definition of algorithms for online embedding of SCs while minimizing the resources consumed by the infrastructure to embed each SC request (i.e., the embedding cost). Even though in our paper we do not design and implement any online algorithm for SC embedding, we define a heuristic algorithm for VNF consolidation that embeds the SC one-by-one and that can be used as a basic engine for an online algorithm.
III. SYSTEM MODEL
Our model of NFV-enabled network comprises representations of: a network with physical links and nodes, a set of edge-to-edge 1 services implemented as a chain of VNFs, a set of atomic VNFs that can be deployed in a physical node. Our model of NFV-capable nodes considers a limited amount of processing power, which is split over multiple computation cores. To achieve parallelism, the VNFs must employ load balancing and coordination mechanisms resulting in the expense of CPU time and in additional latency in the node traversal. In addition, the different VNFs contend for using the computation power, resulting in the expense of CPU time for coordination of the VNFs and in additional latency for the packets that must wait that the correct VNF is scheduled. A. Physical network and SC/VNF modeling 1) Physical network: We model the physical network as a connected directed graph G = (V, E). All the network nodes v ∈ V have basic packet forwarding capabilities. The links (v, v ) ∈ E have capacity β v,v and latency λ v,v . A subset of the network nodes v can be also equipped with hardware capable of executing VNFs. The model is agnostic with respect to the physical location of such nodes, which can be cabinets, central offices, core exchanges, etc. We generally refer to such nodes hosting VNFs as NFV nodes (see Fig. 1 ). Every NFV node is connected to an ideal zero-latency (λ v,v = 0) and infinite-bandwidth (
Its use will be discussed later in the paper. A NFV node is also equipped with a multi-core CPU, and we measure its processing capacity γ v , expressed in terms of the number of CPU cores that the multi-core CPU supports. If a physical node has only forwarding capabilities (i.e., it is a forwardingonly node, such as a legacy router or a switch), it follows that γ v = 0. In the rest of the paper we will assume a one-toone correspondence between an NFV node and a multi-core CPU, and we interchangeably use the terms multi-core CPU and NFV node.
2) Service chains: When a network operator provisions a service between two end-points, it deploys one or more SCs c in the network. For the sake of simplicity, we consider a one-to-one correspondence between a service and a SC, thus the carrier's goal is to embed a set of SCs C.
A single SC c can be modeled by a walk
where X c is the set of start/end points u, U c is the set of VNF requests u and G c is the set of virtual links (u, u ) chaining consecutive VNF requests/start/end points u and u .
From a topological point of view, both VNF requests and start/end points are virtual nodes u ∈ X c ∪ U c . Note that, similarly to [16] , in our model we decouple the concepts of VNF f ∈ F and of VNF request u ∈ U c . For each SC c, we have a chain of VNF requests u; each VNF request u is mapped to a specific VNF f through the mapping parameter τ c u = f ∈ F . Having as input τ c u allows us to relate each VNF request u to the specific VNF f it requests (see Fig. 2) . Moreover, what we place in the NFV nodes are VNF instances of different VNFs f . In this way, multiple VNF requests u for different SCs c can be mapped to the same VNF instance of a VNF f . Similar considerations can be done for the start/end points u ∈ X c . Such points are fixed in the network, and we introduce the mapping parameter η c u = v ∈ V to specify the mapping between the start/end point u for the SC c to a specific physical node v (see Fig. 2 ).
In our model, every SC c can serve an aggregated number of users N user . Such aggregated SCs are deployed when multiple users require the same service between the same pair of start/end point. Every SC is then associated to a set of performance constraints:
• The aggregated requested bandwidth δ c u,u , i.e., the bandwidth that must be guaranteed between two VNF requests/start/end points u and u to support the service offered by the SC c for all the users. It follows that δ is the requested bandwidth per user for each virtual link (u, u ). Every virtual link (u, u ) can be associated to a different bandwidth requirement since the chained VNFs can lead to a change in the traffic throughput.
• The maximum tolerated latency ϕ c , i.e., the maximum end-to-end delay that can be introduced by the network without affecting the service between the start/end points of the SC c.
3) Virtual network functions: A VNF can be seen as a black-box performing some operations on the network traffic. Every VNF f hosted by an NFV node v (i.e., every VNF instance) must be assigned a dedicated amount of processing c f,v per time unit in order to perform all the necessary operations on the input traffic. The processing c f,v is expressed as a number or fraction of the CPU cores γ v of the NFV node v assigned to the VNF f . For instance, c f,v = 2.5 means that the VNF f fully consumes, on the NFV node v, the processing resources of two CPU cores plus half the resources of a third CPU core. We say that a VNF instance has a larger size when it is assigned a larger processing capability c f,v . We then define π f as the processing per VNF request, also expressed as fraction of CPU cores. π f indicates the processing resources that must be dedicated to each VNF request u that requests the VNF f . The ratio c f,v /π f is thus the theoretical maximum number of VNF requests that can share the VNF f hosted by 
B. Modeling of processing-resource sharing costs
As seen in Section II, when multiple VNFs share the resources of the same NFV node, some performance degradation due to processing-resource sharing is expected. Specifically, we have identified two types of costs: the context switching costs and the upscaling costs.
1) Context switching costs: In an NFV node v the CPU cores are shared among different VNFs f . The processing resources of a single core can be used by a VNF through a dedicated process. Fig. 3 shows an example where the processing resources of an 8-core CPU are shared among six different VNFs. Every time a VNF requires processing resources by multiple cores, a different process used by that VNF must be executed on each core. Having multiple processes sharing multiple cores leads to performance penalties which we will refer to as context switching costs. In fact, the CPU needs some time and some dedicated processing capacity to perform the operation of context switching. The degradation effects due to context switching are then an increase in the latency introduced by the NFV node (i.e., latency costs) and a reduction of the actual processing capacity that can be used to host the VNFs (i.e., processing costs). According to [11] , we model the context switching costs as linearly increasing with respect to the overall number of processes sharing the NFV node v, as shown in Fig. 4 
(a).
We can express such costs in the following way: where f ∈F c f,v indicates the overall number of processes involved in the context switching operation for the NFV node v, ω v is the context switching latency parameter (measured in time units) and ξ v is the context switching processing parameter (measured in number, or fractions of, CPU cores). Such parameters can vary for different NFV nodes depending on the adopted multi-core CPU technology. If follows that CSW lat (v) is a time quantity (expressed, e.g., in ms) and CSW proc (v) is a fraction of the CPU cores. 2) Upscaling costs: As stated above, a VNF f placed on an NFV node v can require more than the processing resources provided by a single CPU core. This happens when the VNF must process a high quantity of traffic (e.g., when a high number of users shares such VNF). In this case, the network traffic handled by that VNF must be balanced among multiple 
Physical network graph, where V is the set of physical nodes v and E is the set of physical links (v, v ) connecting the nodes v and v C Set of the service chains c that must be embedded in the physical network
Virtual graph for the SC c, where X c is the set of fixed start/end point u, U c is the set of VNF requests u, G c is the set of virtual links (u, u ) connecting the VNF request (or start point) u and the VNF request (or end point) u F Set of VNFs f that can be requested and placed in the network CPU cores. Figure 5 shows how network traffic must be balanced according to the example shown in Fig. 3 . The new layer of load balancing shown in Fig. 5 is responsible for the upscaling costs. In fact, every VNF that is hosted by the NFV node needs a dedicated load balancer that takes the decision on how the traffic is sorted among the CPU cores. The load balancer can be itself seen as an auxiliary VNF performing the specific task of balancing traffic among the CPU cores: it thus needs some time to take the decision on how to balance the traffic and some dedicated processing capacity to perform such operation. As for context switching, the overall degradation effects due to load balancing are an increase in the latency introduced by the NFV node for the considered VNF (i.e, latency costs) and a reduction of the actual processing capacity that can be used to host the VNFs (i.e., processing costs). We model the upscaling costs, both concerning latency and processing, as linearly increasing with respect to the number of CPU cores among which the traffic is balanced, as shown in Fig. 4(b) . We can express such costs as:
where c f,v indicates the number of cores involved in the load balancing for the VNF f in NFV node v. κ v is the upscaling latency parameter and µ v is the upscaling processing parameter that can differ for different NFV nodes, depending on how the load balancing layer is implemented. If follows that UP lat (f, v) is a time quantity and UP proc (f, v) is a fraction of CPU cores. Note that, in this paper, we focus on how physical processing resources are shared among different VNFs. How virtual processing resources (i.e., vCPUs) are mapped to physical resources (i.e., CPU cores) is a task performed by a Hypervisor, depicted in Fig. 3 and Fig. 5 . Different hypervisors lead to a different mapping among physical and virtual resources. The evaluation of the performance of different hypervisors is outside the scope of this paper, in which we assume that an optimal mapping among physical and virtual resources always occurs.
IV. SOLVING THE PROBLEM OF VNF CONSOLIDATION A summary of the sets and parameters defined in Section III and used in this section is reported in Tables I and II. In   TABLE II  SUMMARY OF PARAMETERS CONSIDERED IN THE 
Physical node where the start/end point u for the SC c is mapped (η c u ∈ V ) γv v ∈ V Number of the CPU cores (i.e., processing capacity) hosted by the node v β v,v (v, v ) ∈ E Bandwidth capacity of the physical link 
Fraction of the CPU processing required by each VNF request u for the VNF f this section we focus on the problem of VNF consolidation: given a physical network topology and some SCs, we want to decide the position and the size, in terms of dedicated CPU cores, of the chained VNFs while minimizing the number of active NFV nodes (i.e., the nodes hosting at least one VNF) in the network. This optimization problem can be useful for network operators to plan the best placement of the hardware. The number of active NFV nodes in the network is a measure of the cost for NFV implementation. If follows that the cost is minimized when the VNFs are maximally consolidated. We adopt two different approaches for solving the problem of VNF consolidation. First, we define an ILP model that, once solved, allows to obtain an optimal solution for it. However, as specified in Section II, we deal with a virtual network embedding problem and it is well known that virtual network embedding problems are NP-hard [15] . For this reason, we then design a heuristic algorithm, that we call Heuristic Costaware Algorithm (HCA), which allows to obtain a suboptimal solution in a much shorter time, and it could also be used for a real-time placement of the SCs.
A. ILP model description
In Table III we have reported the decision variables that must be chosen by the ILP model. In the following, we describe the objective function and the constraints.
1) Objective function:
The objective function simply minimizes the number of active NFV nodes.
The constraints are then grouped in three categories: request placement constraints, routing constraints and performance 
constraints. The request placement constraints (eq. 6-14) ensure a correct mapping of the VNFs to the NFV nodes as well as a correct mapping between the VNF requests and the VNFs. The routing constraints (eq. 15-23) guarantee a correct mapping of the virtual links to physical paths. Finally, the performance constraints (eq. 24-28) are related to the performance requirements for both the physical network and the SCs that must be guaranteed.
2) Request placement constraints:
Eq. 6 guarantees that the fixed start/end point u of a SC c is mapped to the node v specified by the parameter η c u and eq. 7 that it is not mapped to any other node. Note that eq. 6 and eq. 7 impose for some variable to have a fix value, because start/end points of 1SCs are fixed.
Every VNF request u for each SC c must be mapped to exactly one node v (eq. 8), in such a way that the overall number of VNF requests u mapped to the VNF f hosted by the node v cannot overcome c f,v /π f (eq. 9). Remember that π f = N user π user f , i.e., the higher is the number of users per SC, the higher is the processing requirement per VNF. Eq. 10 and eq. 2 . Eq. 12 guarantees that the VNF f is placed on a node v only if there is at least one request u mapped to it. Then, in eq. 13 we compute ψ v , i.e., the overall context switching and upscaling processing costs per node v, as defined in Section III. Thus, the overall CPU processing assigned to the VNFs f cannot overcome the actual processing capacity γ v − ψ v of the node v (eq. 14). Note that the ceiling function c f,v that appears in eq. 13 must be linearized.
3) Routing constraints: 
2 All the linearization techniques used in this work follow standard approaches for linearization of constraints such as the ones shown in [35] . 
Eq 16 and eq. 17 are respectively the source and destination constraints. In fact, eq. 16 assures that the virtual link (u, u ) between two consecutive VNF requests or start/end points u and u starts in one of the links connected to the node x, where the VNF request or start point u is mapped to (eq. 16), and it ends in one of the links of the node y, where the VNF request or end point u is mapped to (eq. 17). The products e Other than the source and destination constraints, we also have to guarantee that no spurious links are selected. To do so, we have introduced eq. 18 and eq. 19. While mapping the virtual link (u, u ) for the SC c on a physical path between the nodes x and y where the VNF requests or start/end points u and u are mapped to, no incoming physical link for the node x (eq. 18) and no outgoing link for the node y (eq. 19) must be considered. Eq. 20 and eq. 21 are then the transit constraints. While considering a generic node w (other than the source node x and the destination node y of a virtual link (u, u )), if one of its incoming links belongs to the path between the nodes x and y, then also one of its outgoing links must belong to the path (eq. 20). Without eq. 21 multiple incoming/outgoing links could be considered, but we deal with unsplittable flows. Finally, eq. 22 and eq. 23 ensure a correct usage of self-loops, as defined in Section III. A self-loop for an NFV node v is used when two consecutive VNF requests or start/end points u and u are mapped to the same node x, and cannot be used otherwise (eq. 22). Moreover, no physical link (v, v ) different from the self-loop is used when the VNF requests or start/end points u and u are mapped to the same node x (eq. 23).
4) Performance constraints:
Eq. 24 is the bandwidth constraint. It assures that the overall bandwidth δ c u,u requested by the virtual link (u, u ) of every SC c and mapped to the physical link (v, v ) cannot exceed the capacity of the link β v,v . In eq. 25 we compute σ c , i.e., the overall context switching and upscaling latency costs per SC c as defined in Section III. Note that σ c refers to the latency introduced by all the NFV nodes crossed by the SC c. Eq. 26 is then the latency constraint. It assures that the latency introduced by the network between the start/end point of a SC c cannot overcome the maximum tolerated latency ϕ c . It takes into account both the latency introduced by the propagation over physical links and by the NFV nodes due to upscaling and context switching (i.e., σ c ). Note that eq. 25 requires the linearization of the product between the binary variable m 
B. Heuristic Cost-aware Algorithm description
Our Heuristic Cost-aware Algorithm (HCA) sequentially embeds the SCs c ∈ C (i.e., one-by-one). The algorithm starts by assuming that the physical links always have enough bandwidth capacity to accommodate the bandwidth requested by the SCs (i.e., the link bandwidth capacity is not a bottleneck, meaning that the network is overprovisioned, as usually occurs in the core network segment). The pseudocode of HCA is shown in Alg. 1. The main idea is to build, using a greedy procedure, an embedding solution for each SC c while trying to re-use already-placed VNFs or already-active NFV nodes first (Phase 1). Only if the latency requirement ϕ c for the SC c is not met after Phase 1, a Phase 2 is performed to improve the solution.
Before starting the embedding, the SCs are sorted in an increasing order according to ϕ c (line 1). This way, the most latency-sensitive SCs are placed first. Then, the next SC to embed is selected (line 3) and Phase 1 starts. As first step of Phase 1, the next VNF request to chain for the SC is selected (line 5) and an already-placed VNF for that VNF request is searched in the network (line 6). If more than one VNF instance is available, the VNF instances are sorted by increasing distance (line 7), i.e., the one mapped to the closest NFV node v from the current node according to the latency shortest paths is selected first. The current node can be the start point (if the embedding has just started) or the NFV node where the last-selected VNF request has been mapped to. HCA then tries to scale up the processing resources c f,v Pick the next VNF request in the SC 6: if ∃ instance of VNF already placed then 7: Sort the VNF instances by increasing distance from the last placed VNF instance or start point (current node) 8: Try to scale up the VNF instances until success or all VNF instances have been tried 9: if success then end if \* Failure *\ 13: Sort the NFV nodes by increasing residual capacity 14: Try placing the VNF instance on an NFV node or all the NFV nodes have been tried 15: if failed then 16: return(infeasible) 17: end if 18: until all the VNF requests are chained \* Start of Phase 2 *\ 19: Check end-to-end latency of the embedded SC against requirement 20: if success then 21: continue 22: end if \* Failure *\ 23: Release resources allocated in Phase 1 24: Place the VNFs along the end-to-end latency shortest path 25: Check end-to-end latency of the embedded SC against requirement 26: if failed then 27: return(infeasible) 28: end if 29: until all the SCs are embedded 30: return(success) of the selected VNF instance on the NFV node v by a value π f , i.e., c f,v → c f,v + π f (line 8), in order to be able to process the aggregated traffic passing through the VNF request. This operation leads to an increase in both context switching and upscaling costs for the node v, as defined in Section III, since they both depend on c f,v . If the increase of context switching/upscaling latency costs compromises the end-to-end latency of already-embedded SCs that have one or more VNF requests mapped to v (i.e., for some alreadyplaced SC it happens that the updated end-to-end latency overcomes ϕ c ), the scale up fails and the next VNF instance on another NFV node v is checked (line 8). Otherwise, if successful, the scale up is performed, the VNF request is mapped to the VNF instance on v and the latency shortest path between the current node and the selected NFV node v is used to steer the SC aggregated traffic between such physical nodes. The scale up can also fail if it triggers an increase in the context switching/upscaling processing costs such that not enough residual processing capacity is available for the scale up itself. If the scale up fails for all the already-placed VNF instances (i.e., the check of line 9 fails), the algorithm sorts the remaining NFV nodes by increasing residual capacity (line 13) and tries to place a new VNF instance of processing π f on an NFV node (line 14). This way, the most used NFV node v is selected first. Also this operation leads to an increase in the context switching/upscaling costs, and also in this case the algorithm checks 1) that the end-to-end latency for the already-embedded SCs with one or more VNF requests mapped to v is not compromised and 2) that the residual processing capacity of the NFV node v, after updating the context switching/upscaling processing costs, is enough to host the new VNF instance. If such operation succeeds, the VNF request is mapped to the new VNF instance and the latency shortest path in the physical network between the current node and the selected NFV node v is used to steer the SC aggregated traffic among such physical nodes. Note that in the operation of line 14 we can also activate an NFV node, if not enough residual processing capacity is available on alreadyactive NFV nodes. If during Phase 1 the placement of a VNF request fails, it means that the related SC cannot be embedded for lack of processing resources and the overall embedding process is aborted (lines [15] [16] . When all the VNF requests are greedily mapped to NFV nodes (line 18), the NFV node where the last VNF request has been mapped to is connected to the end node in the physical network through the latency shortest path and Phase 1 is completed, i.e., an embedding solution for the SC is found.
The greedy SC embedding solution built according to the steps shown in Phase 1 tries to first use NFV nodes that are already active: this feature fits well with the objective of maximum consolidation. However, such solution can lead to a high end-to-end latency for the selected SC, since the placement is unaware of the relative position of the SC start/end points with respect to the NFV nodes where the chained VNF requests are placed. In fact, it is only assured that the traffic is locally steered between NFV nodes according to their latency shortest path, but there is no guarantee that the solution is globally effective.
For this reason, a Phase 2 needs to be performed. Phase 2 starts with the evaluation of the end-to-end latency of the solution built in Phase 1 (line 19). If such latency is less or equal to ϕ c , the embedding of the selected SC is completed (lines 20-21): this happens typically for the SCs with a loose latency requirement. Otherwise, the processing resources allocated in Phase 1 are released (line 23), i.e., the solution is discarded and the involved VNF instances are scaled down (c f,v → c f,v − π f ). A new embedding solution is then built based on the latency shortest path (SP) between the start and end point of the selected SC (line 24). This helps to minimize the end-to-end latency introduced by the links. In order to maximally consolidate the VNF instances, we activate an inactive NFV node on such SP and we place on it a new VNF instance f of size π f for each chained VNF request, by also updating the context switching and upscaling costs for such NFV node. To do this operation, the NFV node with the maximum processing capacity γ v is chosen. Finally, the end-to-end latency is evaluated again (line 25). If the latency requirement ϕ c is still not met or no NFV node can be activated, there is no feasible solution (lines [26] [27] , otherwise the SC embedding is completed and a new SC is selected, until all the SCs have been embedded and the embedding is successful (lines [29] [30] . Note that if it is not guaranteed in the physical network that between each start/end point there is at least an NFV node, in Phase 2 the algorithm can compute the latency k shortest paths (k-SP), where k is chosen in such a way it is assured to explore at least a path crossing an NFV node. Figure 6 shows a pictorial example where a SC chaining three different VNF requests is embedded in the physical network according to Phase 1, and then the solution is improved by Phase 2. It is also now clear why at the beginning of HCA the SCs are sorted in an increasing order according to their latency requirement: the idea is to first activate all the NFV nodes needed to meet the latency requirement for latency-sensitive SCs, and then to reuse such NFV nodes to build a solution for the other SCs.
V. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS In this section we apply our algorithms to an example network to study how these algorithms can be used for VNF consolidation and to show how the two cost parameters introduced in the paper impact on the cost for NFV implementation in different scenarios.
We first describe the computational settings, then we compare results by solving the ILP model and running HCA on some small-scale instances. Finally, we deepen our investigation by running our HCA on much larger-scale instances. 
A. Computational settings
We consider the physical network topology shown in Fig.  1 with ten physical nodes (|V | = 10) and fifteen physical links (|E| = 15). This network topology is taken from the US Internet2 network [37] , considering only the nodes with advanced layer 3 services. The latency introduced by the physical links due to propagation and forwarding is in the order of milliseconds (the shortest link is associated to λ v,v = 3 ms, while the longest link is associated to λ v,v = 13.5 ms). We also assume that the bandwidth on the physical links cannot be a bottleneck (β v,v = ∞ ∀(v, v ) ∈ E), and that all the physical nodes are NFV nodes and equipped with a multicore CPU (γ v = 16 ∀v ∈ V ). Moreover, all the NFV nodes are always characterized by the same context switching and upscaling parameters, both in terms of latency (ω v and κ v ) and processing (ξ v and µ v ). We assume that latency and processing parameters (both concerning context switching and upscaling) are linearly dependent, according to another parameter h. This means that it always holds ω v = hξ v and κ v = hµ v . In our computational tests we set h = 0.01. We consider We consider six different VNFs, reported in Table IV . Each VNF has a different processing requirement per user π user . The processing requirement for the VNFs has been obtained according to middleboxes datasheets (see e.g. [38] ), by dividing the number of adopted CPU cores per the number of flows supported by the middlebox. Even though this is just a rough estimation for the processing requirement, it allows to understand which are the most processing-hungry VNFs (e.g., according to our estimation, a Traffic Monitor is about 15 times more processing-hungry than a Firewall). The six VNFs can be chained in different ways to provide four different SCs, that are reported in Table V . Such SCs represent four different services, i.e., Web Service (WS), VoIP, Video Streaming (VS) and Cloud Gaming (CG). Table V shows also the performance requirements in terms of bandwidth δ and maximum tolerated latency ϕ for each SC (we assume that every virtual link (u, u ) of a SC requires the same bandwidth). Performance requirements for WS, VoIP and VS are well known, while performance requirements for CG, which is a [39] , are taken by [36] . We show our results considering different scenarios: a mixed scenario and some homogeneous scenarios. In the mixed scenario, we run a number N iter of computational instances by randomizing the choice of the SC type to embed (uniformly among the four different types of SCs according to different ratios) and of start/end points (uniformly among all the 10 physical nodes of the network). In the homogeneous scenarios, we only uniformly randomize the choice of start/end points, while we assume that only one type of SC must always be embedded in the network.
B. ILP and HCA performance comparison
We solved the ILP model shown is Section IV-A using the ILOG CPLEX solver, while we implemented HCA (shown in Section IV-B) in Matlab. All the computational tests were run on a workstation equipped with 8 × 2 GHz CPU cores and with 32 GB of RAM. To compare results obtained by ILP and HCA we have focused on three different cost settings:
• A No Costs setting (ω = 0 ms, κ = 0 ms), • An Only upscaling costs setting (ω = 0 ms, κ = 1.75 ms), • An Only context switching costs setting (ω = 0.4 ms, κ = 0 ms). We choose such values for ω and κ since they lead to NFV node latencies of few milliseconds, as in [10] .
In this evaluation we consider a mixed scenario. For all these settings, we have considered an increasing number of SCs |C| = 3, 6, and 8. For |C| = 3 and |C| = 6 we have the same overall number of users in the network (|C|N user = 900 users in both cases), while for |C| = 8 we consider a higher overall number of users of |C|N user = 3600 users in the network, leading to a scenario of much higher traffic. We consider a number of randomized instances N iter = 100 for |C| = 3 and |C| = 6, while a number of randomized instances of N iter = 10 for |C| = 8. Results are shown in Table VI . We report the average number of active NFV nodes along with the 95% confidence interval. We also report the percentage of infeasible computational instances and the execution time per computational instance. We can see how for |C| = 3 and |C| = 6, HCA results closely match results obtained by solving the ILP for all the cost settings. There are not infeasible instances and HCA allows to obtain a nearoptimal solution in the order of milliseconds per computational instance, while some minutes are needed to solve the ILP model. In case of |C| = 8 and overall higher number of users the results are slightly different. First of all, for both HCA and ILP some instances are infeasible. This can happen because 1) the latency requirement for some of the SCs cannot be met or 2) because there is not enough processing in the NFV nodes to place all the VNFs. Especially, for the Only context switching costs there is a higher infeasibility percentage for HCA (30%) than for the ILP (10%). This means that part of the ILP feasible solutions cannot be explored by HCA. Moreover, in such case, HCA activates on average about 1.4 NFV nodes more than the optimal solution. However, execution times per computational instance for HCA are in the order of seconds, while the ILP needs several hours to be solved. Especially, the time needed to solve it for the Only context switching costs (16.85 h) and Only upscaling costs (13.70 h) settings is about 10 times higher than the No costs setting solving time (1.80 h). This happens because in the Only context switching costs and Only upscaling costs settings the solver must compute ψ v ≥ 0 (eq. 13) and σ c ≥ 0 (eq. 25) by calculating c f,v , that is a nonlinear function and must be linearized. This is not true for the No costs setting, since ω = κ = 0 implies ψ v = σ c = 0 ms and thus c f,v must not be computed by the solver, leading to a simpler ILP model to be solved.
C. Mixed scenario
After having verified the validity of our heuristic, we ran our HCA for larger-scale instances to study the problem with more detail. In this section we show the results obtained for the mixed scenario. Figure 7 shows the impact of different context switching costs (by varying ω) on the number of active NFV nodes as a function of the overall number of users in the network |C|N user . Upscaling costs are considered negligible (κ = 0). We consider N iter = 1000 and the embedding of |C| = 10 and |C| = 100 SCs. The overall number of users in the network is equally split among the number of SCs |C| 11 500 1,000 1,500 2,000 2,500 3,000 3,500 4,000 (i.e., if the users in the network are 1000 and |C| = 100, then N user = 10, while if |C| = 10, then N user = 100). This way, we can evaluate the impact of the number of SCs to embed on VNF consolidation without changing the overall network load. Figure 8 shows instead the impact of different upscaling costs (by varying κ) when the context switching costs are negligible (ω = 0), considering the same settings of Fig. 7 . We plot only values for which the percentage of infeasible instances is less than 20%. All the curves for both Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 show a non-decreasing trend. In fact, increasing the number of users in the network requires increasing processing requirements π for the placed VNFs. Thus, more NFV nodes need to be activated to accommodate bigger and bigger VNFs. By comparing Fig.  7 and Fig. 8 , we can then notice two different trends. In Fig.  7 , by increasing the value of ω, the relative difference between the |C| = 10 and |C| = 100 curves strongly increases. This is not true for Fig. 8 , where such relative difference does not significantly vary. Moreover, in Fig. 8 all the curves show a weak dependence on the upscaling costs and on the number of SCs, meaning that in general upscaling costs have less impact than context switching costs on the number of active NFV nodes. 
D. Homogeneous scenarios
Here we consider the results obtained in four different homogeneous scenarios. Figure 9 shows the number of active NFV nodes in the network as a function of the context switching costs parameter ω for the SCs we have reported in Table V. As we can see, SCs with different requirements and chaining different VNFs have a different impact on the cost for NFV implementation (i.e., the number of active NFV nodes). The difference is mainly due to the different impact of both context switching and processing requirement of the VNFs that are chained by the SCs. Looking at Tab. IV and Tab. V, it is easy to see how WS and VS SCs chain VNFs that, on average, have more processing requirement per user than the VNFs chained by the VoIP and Cloud Gaming SCs. This explains why, for small values of ω, the number of NFV active nodes is the same for WS/VS and for VoIP/CG homogeneous scenarios. While increasing the context switching costs parameter ω, in general, the number of active NFV nodes increases because of both processing and latency context switching costs. The impact of context switching for the VoIP homogeneous scenario starts to be noticeable only for high values of ω, since the latency requirement is not very strict (100 ms) and the processing requirement for the chained VNFs is low. We have then that the impact of context switching costs is very similar for WS and VS unless for high values of ω. This happens because the average processing requirement for the chained VNFs of WS and VS, as recalled earlier, is very similar. However, for ω > 0.7 ms, the number of active NFV nodes for VS starts to be higher than for WS. In fact VS SCs have stricter latency requirement than WS SCs and, starting from ω > 0.7 ms, the latency introduced by the NFV nodes due to context switching becomes significant and more nodes need to be activate to meet the latency requirement for the VS SCs. Finally, CG SCs have a very strict latency requirement (60 ms). For this reason, the context switching costs have a very strong impact on the cost for NFV implementation. A high number of NFV nodes must be activated because, in order to guarantee the latency requirement, the VNFs must be placed on a end-to-end physical path between the start/end points of each SC that is close to the latency shortest path. It is also important to note how the curve of the mixed scenario behaves more or less like an average with respect to the homogeneous scenarios: for values of ω > 0.4, the latency of the NFV nodes due to context switching starts to affect the placement of VNFs to meet the latency requirement of the CG SCs in the mix. Similar considerations can be made for the upscaling costs: results are shown in Fig. 10 . Since the CG homogeneous scenario has the greatest impact on the cost for NFV implementation, it is interesting to investigate how different percentages of CG SCs in the mix influence the number of NFV active nodes. Figure 11 shows the number of active NFV nodes as a function of the percentage of CG SCs in the mix for a total number of SCs |C| = 100, different values of N user (N user = 20 and N user = 30) and considering both context switching (ω = 0.6 ms) and upscaling (κ = 3.75 ms). Results show that, considering the context switching costs, a small number of CG SCs in the mix has a strong impact on the number of active NFV nodes. For example, considering ω = 0.6 ms and N user = 20, 20% of CG SCs in the mix is enough to significantly increase the average number of active NFV nodes (e.g., from 4 to 5). This does not happen considering the upscaling costs. In this case, for κ = 3.75 ms and N user = 20, it is possible to notice a significant increase in the number of NFV active nodes only for percentages above 50%. This results are in line with results shown for the mixed scenario, and we can then in general conclude that context switching costs have a much stronger impact on the cost for NFV implementation than upscaling costs.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigated the impact on the network cost of processing-resource sharing among VNFs in NFV, when multiple SCs must be embedded in the network. The VNF placement and distribution on NFV nodes lead to two different types of costs: upscaling costs and context switching costs. Such costs impact on the placement of VNFs and on the embedding of SCs. We first focused on the mathematical modeling for the NFV nodes, for the VNFs, for the SCs and for the processing-resource sharing costs. Then, we formulated an ILP model and we designed a heuristic algorithm (HCA) to evaluate the impact of such costs in a VNF consolidation scenario, i.e., when the number of active NFV nodes in the network is minimized. We showed how HCA allows to obtain a near-optimal solution in a much shorter time than the ILP model. We then obtained some numerical results by focusing our attention on the placement of realistic SCs. In general, context switching costs have a greater impact on VNF consolidation than upscaling costs. Besides, such costs strongly affect NFV consolidation when SCs with a very strict latency requirement are embedded in the network, such as Cloud Gaming SCs.
Several issues still remain open for future research. In fact, processing-resource sharing is just one of the possible resource sharing issues. Other resource sharing issues concerning memory and storage could be investigated. Moreover, VNF consolidation is not the only possible objective that a network operator is interested to achieve. Many other objectives, also taking into account bandwidth resources on the physical links, could be taken into consideration.
